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First one across
the finish line!

This’ll be easy! Like water
off a duck’s back.

On your mark,
get set, Go!

Uh oh...

Don’t you want to play
with Dub Dub, Jakey?

Nah, Sharky’s my new
favorite...

I just got off to a
slow start. Best two out
of three?
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...I feel like a
sitting duck.

Is that
coffee bad or
something?

SO what am I
troubleshooting this time?
You having supply chain issues?
Want to brainstorm new
product ideas?

No, no. Nothing
like that. You’re just
getting some scheduled
maintenance.

No, no! It’s the
yak butter. Or ghee,
I guess. Yak ghee. I’m
just not used to the
taste.

Yak ghee? In
your coffee??

It’s
part of my
program of selfoptimization! It’s
the future, Dub Dub.
Everyone should
strive to be
better -- even
you!
Maintenance? For what?
Everything’s fine...

Yeah...but
yak ghee?

Helps
with brain
function.

Alright,
here’s what’s
happening Dub Dub - your
flipper needs to be
replaced.

It’s failing and that’s why you can’t
paddle straight anymore. But you’ll be
getting a much better new one!
That’s a
problem, I
turn a little to
the right? That’s
what makes me
unique!

Hi, Dub Dub! Look
what we made for you
-- a new flipper! You won’t
lose another race
again!

How did she
know I lost??
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I promise this won’t
hurt a bit...

Yeah, its flipper really needed changing out.
Amazing it could paddle at all.

“It?” I’m an
‘IT’ now?

Dub Dub, did you
know you’re part of
a revolutionary, new
manufacturing process? You
were created by utilizing the
DIGITAL THREAD!

What’s a Digital
Thread?

Every phase of a
product’s life -- from
initial conception and design,
through manufacturing and
virtual testing, to real world
function, are linked by the
Digital Thread.
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Every product is
somewhere on the
digital thread.

even once out in the
real world, the Digital Thread
still connects the product to the
manufacturer, sending back information
in real time about how its parts are
functioning and its overall
performance.

When you were created, sensors were
installed in ALL of your components so we
would know what was happening with you out in
the real world, at all times!

Sensors? You mean,
I’ve been bugged? All this
time you’ve been tapping my
lines?

Well, that’s not how I’d put it. But yes, we’ve
been monitoring you. To make sure you’re doing okay, and
optimize your performance.

All this time I thought that
was a birthmark…

Is that...a tinfoil hat?

Maybe...

Anyway, the Digital thread
is an endless, flowing loop of
data between Design, Manufacturing
and real world Function...which returns
to design, new modification, and
improved function...over and over
and over.

And you’re part of this
Circle of Life!
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Circle of Life?!
I know what the Circle of Life is!
Are there predators here?

Your flipper was failing. We
knew we would need to improve
the design to prevent this from
recurring…

[flipper failure!]

Which we were able to try out by doing
simulations in our virtual testing space!
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Um, no. We’re all here to help
you. Especially your Digital Twin!
She’s the key to all of this! Your
Digital Twin TOLD US your flipper
needed to be replaced!

Soon we had a few different design
prototypes to work with…

Based on the results of the incredible virtual testing
with your Digital Twin, further optimizations to the
flipper’s design were made to improve performance.

Then we were able to quickly MANUFACTURE your
new flipper in our Smart Prototype Lab!
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But now, it’s time for you to meet your
sister…Ola, your Digital Twin!

Sister!

Of course I’m
real! As real as
you!

Wait, what?
You’re real?
But...
you’re in
there.

And you’re out there.
What makes you so sure that’s
not the simulation? There’s a lot
of evidence to suggest it is,
you know.

Don’t think about it
too much. I’m just so
glad to meet you!

No no, this is
real life. I’M real.
You’re the simulation.
Because if you were real,
and I wasn’t, then you
would be...

...a computer
simulation inside of
a computer simulation,
and that would be...
Wait.

We can be lighter,
faster, stronger. We can
do it! Say it with me: Lighter,
faster, stronger!

I’ve been
waiting so long for
this moment. Now we can begin
our journey towards being
our best selves. Towards
OPTIMIZATION! I have so
many ideas!

Thanks, Clarke! I
was talking to Dub Dub
though. Say it!
Uh..
Lighter?
Faster?

GOOD! See? It starts here!
In the MIND! You have to CHANGE YOUR MENTAL
PROGRAMMING! What you think is real BECOMES what’s
real! Right, Clarke?
Right!

How’s that
Yak Ghee?

I love it!
Kinda.

Your
brain feels
sharper,
doesn’t it?

SEE?!
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So
sharp!

You’re gonna
freak over this.
What?

Alright everyone, now we’re
going to do the final step – PHYSICAL,
real-life testing of the new flipper! The
DIGITAL THREAD in action!

Your new flipper! It’s a
masterpiece, if I do say so myself.
(I know everything about you, by the way)

Excuse me?

We’re twins! I know everything. Like
that your motor shakes when you try to go fast.
Clarke doesn’t know yet, but I do. But don’t worry, I
already got a fix in mind…
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See, what’d I
tell you? It’s awesome,
right sis?

I mean, I
guess so…

Good! Then
you’ll love the things
we’ve got planned for
you!
You’re
planning more
things?

We think we could make some
other optimizations, Dub Dub. So
you can be your best self, and live
your best life!

It’s gonna be so great! Ola
is showing me how to become my
best self, too!

I kinda
thought I
already was––
Me too!

She doesn’t actually
know EVERYTHING, you know.
She’s not even real––

I don’t
think all these
improvements are
necessary. Am I really
that far from
optimum?
You know, what’s funny is, I’m
not even hungry! This Intermittent
Fasting is amazing. So glad Ola told me
about it! 16/16/8. Or was it 8/8/16? Oh
well, doesn’t matter.

Oh. Good. But
listen, do we really
need to––
Hold that
thought.
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I can
already tell
my body is more
efficient. I mean, I
haven’t eaten since
last night, and I
feel GREAT!

...

So, really it’s kind of an
Intermittent Stuffing Your Face
approach?

No!
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Okay, team. I’ve
put together a little
presentation on some things we
might able to improve, going
forward.

I don’t
think it’s on-brand for
us to be losing races to
turtles.

It was a sea turtle. They
swim pretty fast.

I believe the relevant
word here is, “turtle.” We
win races. THAT’S our brand.
Winning! I see four targets
for optimization to help us
accomplish that.

One: Reduce
Drag! We can use a
different finish so we can
move through the water more
easily. And modify our hull to
improve hydrodynamics. Maybe
a little more concave, to
create lift?

Two: Reduce
Weight!
Okay. Firstly, I
dunno, maybe a little less day
drinking?

It had fruit juice in it.

We’re twins, remember? Whatever
you do shows up on ME. And you’re ruining my
bod for Digital Burning Man. We need, I need, you to get
more serious about training. vRemember, you are an
elite athlete!
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High
Intensity Interval
Training! Core work!
Blood Flow Restriction
Exercises! You start
tonight!

I am?

Uh...tonight’s not good. My Netflix
queue is really jamming up-

Moving on!

Dub Dub?
We’re going to
do another race.
Everyone’s ready.
Dub Dub??

Next: Increase Endurance!

Your energy level is
clearly insufficient.

I was just really tired
that day.
This is a weekly — actually,
an almost daily — occurrence. With
a larger battery, you’ll be able to
race for hours on end without ever
needing a break.

Oh.
Great.
And Finally: Increase POWER! Your
current motor simply isn’t powerful enough for
extreme competition.

Well, I’m not in favor of
extremism in any––

We need to increase torque
and horsepower, without adding too much
weight. This is the puzzle. But I have a solution! The motor
from Robo-duck, if we modify it, will work perfectly. The added
torque will blast you through the water like a
cannon!
Oh. I don’t––
We’ll just need to add some
supporting architecture so it doesn’t shake
you to pieces!
We’ll start the virtual
testing tomorrow! STRONGER,
LIGHTER, FASTER! But also...gratitude! I
want you all to do your gratitude
exercises tonight.

Wait, what?

I’d be
grateful if
someone would
turn her off...
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And
every bite is
different. I’m finally
really tasting my
food! And I am so
GRATEFUL.

Clarke, you’ve
been chewing that
same bite for five
minutes!

You can all
be excused AFTER
you drink your
cosmic gooseberry
kombucha. ALL OF IT.

Next Morning...

Why?
I’m so excited
about t-t-t-t-t-t-ttoday!

It reduces inf-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-ff-f-f-

Inflammation?

We’re going to
start the v-v-v-v-vv-virtual testing! Of
your optim-m-m-m-m-mizations!

Wonderful. I can
hardly wait. Why are
we doing this again?

Aren’t you taking this a
little too far?

N-n-n-n-n-n-on S-s-s-s-s-s-s….

Nonsense?
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Th-th-th-that.

I will now test the new hull
design, and the new finish, both of which
will reduce drag in the water. I expect my
time in the virtual 200m will be at least 5
seconds faster!

That’s
AWESOME!

Whoo hoo.

Are you being sarcastic?

It’s not “pretend,” sis. Virtual
testing of new design features is a
key element of the digital thread. It enables
us to try out new parts and new materials
without having to actually manufacture
them first.

No. I think
pretend races are
very important.

Right. So, basically, it’s
make-believe. Who doesn’t like makebelieve? Did you know I’m a princess? Going
forward, I’d like you to call me “Your
Highness.”

Well, actually, if you’re a princess,
then I’m one, too. We’re twins.
No,
you’re not.
Yes, I am.
No, you’re not!

Yes, I am.

NO, YOU’RE
NOT!!! YOU’RE NOT A
PRINCESS!!!!
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The bigger battery
from Tug Duck is definitely
heavier.

I can feel that.

But it will
power you for far
longer. Maybe even
two whole days.

Two whole days? Do you know how
far I can go in two days?

Maybe so far you won’t
be able to find your way
back?
Dub Dub!

What? It’s
a legitimate
concern. She could
get lost off in the
Matrix somewhere. And
wouldn’t that be a
shame?

Let’s see
how far I can
go...
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It’s a 404, with a dual
carb! It’s heavy, like, REALLY
heavy, but boy is it fast! Is there
any way we can lose some weight
elsewhere?

Maybe give
her a smaller
brain? Oh, you
already did
that.

Dub Dub, if you’re
feeling insecure, one thing
that can be really helpful is to
take some deep breaths. Just...
breathe. I’ll do it with you.
Ready?

I am breathing. Unlike
you, who can’t. Because
you’re not real. “Just
breathe.” Why don’t you
just––

Well, self acceptance is
certainly a key step on the road to
self-actualization, sis. But right now,
I’m more interested in winning races.
Watch me go!

Don’t be
defensive, sis.
What we’re doing is
going to optimize
YOU.

Dub Dub!
You know what? I’m
pretty happy with myself, JUST
THE WAY I AM. And it’s pretty freakin’
awesome to be comfortable in
your own skin.
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Ola can be a bit bossy,
don’t you think?
Bossy? She’s changed my life
for the better, Dub Dub. And the one
constant in life is change.
She’s constantly
annoying, that’s for sure.
Don’t worry, Dub
Dub. She may be my “work
duck,” but you’ll always be my
“home duck.”

that evening...

Um, you got a lot
of devices going
there, buster.

Yeah, they’re
all part of my new
optimization program. The
chest strap monitors my heart
rate and breathing, these special
headphones help get my brain into
an alpha state so I get more REM
sleep, the wrist bit checks my
temperature and blood
pressure-
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Okay, good
luck with all that,
Mr. IoT...

That’s Ola.
She’s monitoring
all the data for me.
She says my heart rate
is too high right
now.

Does she? Who’s
Ola again?

I just
need to figure
out how to make this
brainwave band fit right with
the headphones. Feels too
tight, but if I loosen it too
much it’ll fall off, and
that’ll affect my
sleep-

Oh. Right.

My, uh, digital
colleague. I
told you about
her. She knows
everything on the
internet.

Dammit. Now my
blood pressure is too
high.

Dub Dub 2.0 will be AMAZING!
With all these changes, she’ll be like
brand new!

Next Morning...

She’ll be a
completely
new duck!

Brand new?? OH
NO! They’re going to
replace me!

Later that night...

I’ll show them
“lighter, stronger,
faster!”
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They want me
optimized? I’ll show
them optimized!

I feel like an odd
duck...
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Oh no! What has
Dub Dub done???

Where is he?

How’s this for Duck
Dynasty!

I was thinking of
dressing up as Apollo, with a costume
made of tinfoil and feathers… Why is that crazy?
No, it’s not for work, it’s for Burning Man!
Hello? Honey??
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Dub Dub??
Where is that
duck??
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Uh oh! I’ve
got a sinking
feeling...

Hey
Ola! Do you know
where -- What in the
world happened to
you??

I’ve been pinging you
since last night! Why didn’t
you answer?

Sorry, Clare
made me turn off my
phone-

Dub Dub is in
trouble!

Where is she?

All I know is,
she’s wet! And she can’t
breathe!
She must be
in the pond!
You have to
save her!

My goose
is cooked...
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Dub Dub, what in the
world were you thinking? Why
would you put yourself in harm’s
way like that?

I
was so
worried!

I wanted to
prove that I could
become better all by
myself! That you didn’t
need Ola! I guess I was
wrong. Nearly dead
wrong.

And
you’re
part of our
family! That
will NEVER
change!

I just
didn’t want
to be replaced
by some new
model...
New model? You
couldn’t possibly be
replaced, Dub Dub! You’re
the flagship duck!

A few weeks later.
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I was just
watching out for you!
All I really ever wanted was
to experience all the things
you do out in the real
world!

Dub Dub, you are
so awesome!

So optimization turned
out to be not so bad, after
all, eh Dub Dub?

No! I was
so silly to fear
it! Ola showed me - we
can all be our BEST SELVES!
The only thing holding us
back from reaching our
ultimate potential is FEAR! And
that’s a message Ola and I
have decided to bring to
a larger audience,
Clarke.

The truth is, there
are no limits. Current
research into life extension
suggests consciousness
can live on FOREVER, in the
digital sphere! And now, using AI
constructs, we can even bring the
greatest thinkers in history
back to digital life! Who
knows what insights they
could offer us?
Here he
goes with the
cat again...

See?! It’s
just like my theory
with the cat!

Okay! I want to
welcome our listeners
to the latest edition of
“Coffee Talk,” with me, Mr. IoT!
We’re coming to you live from the
famous Assaland Institute, with my
co-hosts Dub Dub and Ola, and a
panel of… well, star-studded
doesn’t even come
close––

Anyway, inside
the box, the cat
could be alive OR dead.
Just as we could all be
alive OR dead, like the
duck is saying!

Schrodinger,
no one cares
about your cat.

Folks,
I just can’t
believe I’m having a
soak with the greatest
minds in history! The
amount of sheer genius
virtually floating in
this tub!

Blah, blah.
Did you hear
they named a car
after me?

Ducks, sir. Plural.
It’s like I’ve been telling
Robert, if we just let go of
our fears, the new advances in AI,
augmented reality, and 6G wireless
Well,
will enable us to take the next
none of
steps in human, and non-human,
you would
evolution. After all, what
have invented
does it mean to be “human”,
anything if that
anyway?
apple didn’t
fall on my
head.
Don’t
get me
started!

Well, we’re
talking to a
duck, so it’s all
relative.

Wireless? I
invented that.

Oh yeah?
Where’s the patent
then?

Oh Tesla, I forgot
to mention, Edison will be
joining us.

Don’t
Make it
awkward.

You
invited
Edison?!

Ha ha!
Gotcha!

Shut up,
Newton. BTW,
the 1600s
called…

I am so bringing
you guys to Digital Burning
Man…

…They
want their
wig back!
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